2014 to July 2021 in government-controlled
areas (GCA) and non-government-controlled
areas (NGCA).20 Major deterrents to understanding the full scope of the issue are the lack
of systematic survey and inhibited access to the
NGCA.21 The most prevalent types of encountered EO are the TM-62M, TM-62P, OZM72s, and MON series mines—placed by both
conventional and nuisance mine-laying—as
well as tripwire-initiated hand grenades and
unexploded ordnance (UXO).22 With safety
and access concerns preventing humanitarian clearance operations in the 5-km buffer
zone, the 427-km long contact line is especially
EO-ridden. The costs of the conflict, however,
worsened an already decaying economy.23
The second ABD-listed developmental problem affecting Luhansk and Donetsk regions
is poverty. The 2021 Humanitarian Needs
Overview in Ukraine estimated 1.5 million
people (particularly the elderly) need assistance related to poor living standards, high
unemployment or loss of livelihoods, and food
insecurity.24 Isolated settlements close to the
contact line are especially affected given long
distances to industrial centers, the lack of large
businesses, and significant safety concerns
related to the cultivation of land.25 Exacerbated
by the COVID-19 pandemic and massive
wildfires in 2020, 26 economic insecurity persists as the most pressing issue.27 The Luhansk
regional development strategy (2021–2027)
also listed an inefficient economy as one of
seven barriers to its development, recognizing
that it currently represents one of the poorest
regions in Ukraine.28 Of the two mentioned
regions, DRC-DDG preferred Luhansk due to

Figure 1. LMAD project in Komyshuvakha, Ukraine, 2020–2021.

the location of its HMA operational base there

Image courtesy of DRC-DDG / 2021 / Holodniak and Shapovalov.

and thus the practicality for day-to-day demparticular complex development problem, through an integrated, inclu-

ining operations. DRC-DDG then analyzed the intersectionality of

sive, participatory, and flexible approach.”16 Its first two steps assess the

both conflict- and poverty-affectedness, and identified six target areas:

developmental situation as well as define the target areas.

Hirske, Muratove, Novotoshkivske, Triokhizbenka, Troitske, and

Demining and Development in Donbas. As categorized in the

ABD, conflict (and the consequent EO contamination) continues

The Case of Komyshuvakha. Despite many unique traits,

to be a major developmental and humanitarian problem for eastern

Komyshuvakha is typical for the conflict-affected Popasna district,

Ukraine. Entering its seventh year, the “forgotten crisis”17 in Ukraine

Luhansk region, and thereby much of Donbas, Ukraine. This urban vil-

is far from being over, as the armed conflict continues in the eastern

lage is home to a 3,200-strong community of various national, socio-

regions of Luhansk and Donetsk. Consequent to the conflict between

economic, and age groups.29 Many citizens have lived here all their

the Government of Ukraine and the so-called de facto authorities in

lives, while others settled upon displacement (two percent). As the

2014, massive EO contamination (from 100 to 7,000 sq km)18 is now

administrative center to six dispersed settlements—Druzhba, Nyrkove,

assessed to exist, keeping Ukraine among the top five countries in

Oleksandropillia, Pryvilla, Viktorivka, and Vyskryva— Komyshuvakha

the world per EO casualties in 2019. DRC-DDG’s internal database

serves as a place of congregation for commerce, schooling, celebration,

recorded 2,197 casualties (resulting from 1,206 incidents) from June

and the like. Seventeen shops, two schools and kindergartens, as well as

19

30

Komyshuvakha.
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Figure 2. Results chain of DRC-DDG LMAD project in Komyshuvakha, Ukraine.
Image courtesy of DRC-DDG / 2020 / Vovk.

post offices, a pharmacy, a clinic, and a cemetery provide some of the

communal and infrastructural objects (borehole, cemetery, rail-

essential services to the residents. Agricultural fields are used as the primary source of sustenance, supplemented by foraging in the surround-

road tracks, and forest belts).
•

Agriculture and animal husbandry were found to be key entry

ing forests. The linear pattern of the village follows the railway tracks

points for economic reinvigoration (with most beneficiaries

and central road, connecting Komyshuvakha to the city of Popasna and

seeking either micro-business or value-chain livelihood grants

onward to the NGCA.30 However, Komyshuvakha faces many chal-

for milking or fodder machines, mini-cultivators, barns, hay

lenges, and DRC-DDG employed the first instance of the LMAD to

cutters, seeders, corn grinders, press pikers, harvesters, cattle,

assess these comprehensively.

poultry, and the like).

Integrating needs assessments between (and within) HMA and

•

Fourteen renovations of social infrastructure were proposed

developmental programs has increased efficiency and inclusivity, and

by active citizen groups around three recurring themes:

has improved the capacities of staff. Within the scope of this project,

improving access to water, renovating roads, and equipping

DRC-DDG had four specialized fact-finding teams available—NTS,

spaces for youth. 31

EORE, livelihoods, and protection—whose assessments were corre-

No matter how comprehensive LMAD projects are, they will inevi-

lated. For example, protection and livelihoods asked beneficiaries care-

tably require concessions, compromises, and cooperation. For six

fully-selected, HMA-related questions and, upon learning of potential

priority communities, DRC-DDG had three demining teams (with

contamination, conveyed information to the NTS team. Similarly, NTS

NTS capacities) as well as EORE, livelihoods, and protection teams

and EORE teams were able to seek and share information on livelihood

at its disposal; discounting middle management and support staff,

and protection-related topics. Having four integrated teams on the

thirty people were directly engaged. Moreover, it had approximately

ground expanded the outreach, especially in terms of accessing a larger

EUR 260,000 available for its livelihood and community-based initia-

pool of people from different socioeconomic statuses. Lastly, given that

tive (CBI) grants. Aware of its limitations, DRC-DDG reached out to

each team held specialized knowledge, terminology, and methodolo-

a number of international organizations as well as to local, district,

gies, short trainings and frequent coordination meetings were initiated

and regional authorities to find external support. For Komyshuvakha

for cross-training. This reinforced EO awareness among the livelihoods

alone, regional authorities decided to renovate the central road. One

and protection teams and further mainstreamed protection principles

of the polygons (SES-MF-0067a) was delegated to the State Emergency

among HMA teams. As per the ABD approach, DRC-DDG was able to

Services of Ukraine under a different DRC-DDG project. Then, DRC-

holistically discern the most pressing needs in Komyshuvakha:

DDG designed the results chain (see Figure 2) in line with the available

•

Four confirmed hazardous areas (CHAs) of 508,703 sq m of
contamination were identified (see Figure 1): two designated

project inputs:
•

Three (and later four) demining teams were deployed using a

as minefields and two as former battle areas. They were all

combination of NTS, technical survey, manual mine clearance,

agricultural areas bordering on two entry-exit roads with key

and battle area clearance. 32
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